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“Retailers face a considerable challenge in selling
electronics as consumers shift more spending toward

mobile technology and traditional big-ticket items reach
saturation. Although consumers clearly show an interest in

upgrading their current technology, they are also
beginning to feel overwhelmed by the myriad upgrades

that are available.”
– Bryant Harland, Technology Analyst

This report looks at the following areas:

• Has e-commerce taken over electronics retail?
• Challenges and likely growth categories in electronics retailing
• Where do consumers discover and learn about electronics products?

Electronics retailers face considerable challenges as traditional big-ticket electronics items such as
televisions and computers approach universal ownership. This has contributed to limited potential
growth for electronics sales.

This report examines the electronics retailing experience, and how both online and in-store shopping
experiences can draw consumer interest. Other topics include consumers’ primary motivations for
buying various electronics items, which types of retailers consumers buy electronics from, and common
frustrations with both shopping in a store and online.
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One third of electronics buyers say stores don’t carry the products they want
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Older consumers cite frustration with a lack of in-store support
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Dads frustrated by how much time they spend in checkout
Figure 44: Opinions regarding shopping for electronics in a store, by gender and presence of children in household, June 2014

Online

More than half of consumers consider free shipping when shopping online
Figure 45: Opinions regarding shopping for electronics online, by gender and age, June 2014

Parents interested in online customer support
Figure 46: Opinions regarding shopping for electronics online, by gender and presence of children in household, June 2014
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Figure 47: Electronics product discovery and research habits, June 2014
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Figure 57: Consumers' path to purchase, by race/Hispanic origin, June 2014
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Figure 65: Electronics purchased within the last two years – Any purchase, by household size, June 2014
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Electronics purchased – To buy an additional item that I already owned, not an upgrade
Figure 70: Electronics purchased within the last two years – To buy an additional item that I already owned, but not an upgrade, by
gender and age, June 2014
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household income, June 2014
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Figure 89: Office supply and computer stores visited, by age, January 2013-March 2014
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Figure 101: Consumers' path to purchase, by types of stores visited for electronics purchases, June 2014

Figure 102: Types of information used for electronics product discovery, by household income, June 2014

Figure 103: Types of information used for electronics product discovery, by race/Hispanic origin, June 2014

Figure 104: Types of information used for electronics product discovery, by household size, June 2014

Figure 105: Types of information used for electronics product discovery, by types of stores visited for electronics purchases, June 2014

Figure 106: Types of information used to decide where to purchase electronics, by gender and age, June 2014

Figure 107: Types of information used to decide where to purchase electronics, by household income, June 2014
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2014
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Figure 121: Walmart (electronics only) usage or awareness, by demographics, June 2014

Figure 122: Amazon.com usage or awareness, by demographics, June 2014

Figure 123: Newegg.com usage or awareness, by demographics, June 2014
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